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Outline 
1. Tumor Growth--Basic Energy Equation 

2. Depends on Tumor and Host sizes 

3. Two Growth Regimes 
 A. Diffusion of O2 from nearby capillaries 

    B. Tumor develops own vasculature
 (angiogenesis) 

4. Predictions for necrotic core, final sizes, total
 resistance, etc.  



Tumor growth trajectories: 
efficacy of drugs 

www.cellectar.com 



Tumor growth is universal? 
Using same functional form and free parameters  
as for ontogenetic growth curves 

Guiot et al., 2003, J. Theor. Biol., 225(2): 147-151  



 Tumor growth: Energetics 
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Probability of cell death is independent of tumor size 



original growth equation becomes 
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using Nv=mv/mc and defining Bc=Bc,m-ΓEc 

€ 

BT = Nv (Bc,m −ΓEc ) + Ec
dNv

dt

How does BT depend on mv? 



Two regimes of growth:  
Pre- and post-angiogenesis 



Phase 1: Pre-angiogenesis 
i.  oxygen and nutrients come by diffusion  
from nearby capillaries 
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BT = Flow = ρcapVTBcap ∝mT



Phase 1: Pre-angiogenesis 
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At start all tumor mass is viable, mT=mV 

€ 

mT (t) = mv (t) = mv (0)e
t /τ

exponential growth. resources deplete and  
can’t continue to get all nutrients 
that normal tissue would have received.  



More general expressions for scaling 
ratios of vessel lengths and radii 

€ 

β ≡ k+1r
kr

= n−a and 

€ 

γ ≡ k+1l
kl

= n−b
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netV = NV
NN

(2a+b ) − NN

1− n1−2a−b
∝NN

(2a+b )

Can use these to relate blood volume to number of capillaries  
with scaling exponent defined by a and b 



Phase 2: Angiogenesis 
oxygen and nutrients from capillaries in tumor’s vasculature 

to zeroth-order tumor is like its own small organism, but 
vascular structure may be different and must interface with 
host vasculature 

small  
vessels 



Two phases 
i.  pre-angiogenesis and early angiogenesis: tumor feeds on 
diffusion from host vessels. 

ii. angiogenesis: tumor has own vasculature 

€ 

BT ∝mv

€ 

BT ∝mv
1/(2a+b )

€ 

BT ∝mv
small  
vessels 

large  
vessels 



How does tumor vasculature 
compare to normal vasculature? 



Are network exponents for tumor 
vasculature similar to normal tissue 

Data from Jain; Plot from Herman et al., submitted 
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roughly yes for mean trend but not variability 



early growth, early angiogenesis, no necrosis (mT=mv), 
small vessels (p=1). 
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exponential growth 
ii.  later angiogenesis, necrosis (mT=mv+mN), 
large vessels (p=1/(2a+b)). 
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logistic growth, can solve for mv(t) and asymptotic mass  



Dependence on total mass, mT 

Tumor 

recruitment volume=tumor surface area x (thickness of region)  
                              = ST TR 
TR depends inversely on endothelial cell density, ρe 
We assume ST scales isometrically 

€ 

BT = ρkSTTRBk = (ρkBk /ρe )mT
2 / 3
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tumor 
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Predict necrotic core 

dissipation regime:  mv∝mT
2/3⇒mv/mT∝mT

-1/3 

pulsatile regime:  mv
1/(2a+b)∝mT

2/3 

     ⇒mv/mT∝mT
2(2a+b)/3-1 

transition occurs (2/3->~8/9).  



Prediction of mv~mT
2/3->8/9 

Data from Baker et al., (1990) Growth, Development, and Ageing, 54: 85.; Plot from Herman et al., submitted 



Growth trajectories with two phases 

Data from Steel, Growth Kinetics of Tumors (Clarnedon Press, 1977). Plot from Herman et al., submitted 



Recall pre-factor in Phase 1:  
pre-angiogenesis 

i.  oxygen and nutrients come by diffusion  
from nearby capillaries 

€ 

BT = Flow = ρcapVTBcap ∝mT



Dependence on host size 

pre- and early angiogenesis: Metabolic rate of tumor 
has pre-factor that depends on  

€ 

BT ∝ρcapBcap ∝M−1/ 4

€ 

mv (t) /mv (0) = et /τ = ect /M
1/4

also, this pre-factor is part of the time constant 

this may set natural time scales across species for growth, 
occurrence rates, drug dosing, etc. 



Recall pre-factor in Phase 2: 
angiogenesis? 

recruitment volume=tumor surface area x (thickness of region)  
                              = ST TR 

TR depends inversely on endothelial cell density, ρe 

We assume ST scales isometrically with a 2/3 exponent 

€ 

BT = ρkSTTRBk = (ρkBk /ρe )mT
2 / 3

Does not tell you which spatial regions are necrotic or viable 



Host-mass dependence for tumor 
with own vasculature 

By conservation of flow rate, 

€ 

ρe ∝M−1/ 4
€ 

ρkBk =
NkBk

M
∝

Nk
˙ Q k

M
∝

M 3 / 4

M
∝M−1/ 4

We also know that the endothelial cell density is proportional 
to surface-area density and capillary density 



No mass dependence once tumor 
in vascularized and works its way 

up vascular network 

€ 

(ρkBk /ρe )∝M 0

Mass independence is counterintuitive result but tumors have 
access to larger vessels in larger organisms even though flow 
rate is decreased. 

Big difference between two regimes of growth. Yet another 
reason that suggests we should detect and treat tumor as  
quickly as possible because growth is slowed (relatively) in large  
mammals during early stages.  



Peto’s paradox 

Why do mammals seem to get tumors at a similar fraction  
of their lifespan? 

If every cell has an equal probability of becoming 
cancerous, then risk of cancer should scale linearly with 
number of cells and thus body size. This would mean big 
mammals get cancer much earlier than small mammals, 
and we know this to be wrong!!  



Mutation rate and free radical 
production 

If metabolic rate drives free radical production and other mutation 
rate, that slows cancer incidence rate per cell by   

€ 

d(ROS /mutation) /dt ∝Bcap ∝M−1/ 4

But, multiplying this by the number of cells, cancer incidence is 
still much earlier in large mammals than small mammals?? 



Other possible explanations 
1.  Number of mutational “checkpoints” scales with body size?  
Five checkpoints in humans and three in mouse does not seem  
like enough. (See references from Robert Weinberg at MIT and  
Whitehead) 

2. Stem cell population. If cancer only arises in stem cells, and  
stem cell population decreases with body size, this might explain  
it. But, why would stem cell body size decrease with body size. 
Does not make sense. 

3. Extra repair mechanisms or especially difficult “checkpoints”  
have evolved as a function of body size to get organisms past 
the age of reproduction. Not necessary for smaller organisms 
to make it to the age of first reproduction.  



Why is this useful? 
1. Connects cellular, structural, angiogenesis, and 
growth research in mechanistic way. These are usually studied 
in isolation. Unifying them is necessary for understanding.

2. Connected to last point, it might help determine best times
for interventions and which interventions are best at which
stages.

3. Helps to interpret what cancer studies in other organism
mean for humans.

4. Cancer may be great probe for how network structure and
assumptions of original scaling theory can be violated and 
what that means.



Studies of sleep function 
1.  Focus on molecular mechanisms that distinguish 
sleep from waking and that drive sleep 

2.  Study single species’ sleep behavior and  
coordination with physiological and cellular properties 

3. Inter-specific studies that in some sense average  
across species and allow one to compare and  
contrast across species and look for trends 

ALL of these are incredibly useful and should be done in  
parallel and will inform the other directions. 
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Inter-specific sleep studies 

           Zepelin and Rechtschaffen, Brain. Behav. Evol. (1974) 
Based on linear-log and log-log transforms 



Siegel studies 

Siegel, Nature (2005) 

carnivores herbivores 

omnivores all 



Sleep times across species 

-Larger animals generally sleep less than smaller animals. 
 Mice sleep ~14 hours per day 
 Humans sleep ~8 hours per day 
 Elephants sleep ~3 hours per day 
 Whales sleep ~1.5 hours per brain hemisphere per day 

-Sleep times show negative correlation with body mass,
 metabolic rate, and brain mass. Positive correlation with
 mass-specific metabolic rate. 

-Trend may depend on diet and behavior 



Questions about previous studies 
1.  Why plot data in this way? What are the correct

 transforms (linear-log, log-log, linear-linear, etc.) and
 combinations of variables to plot against each other? 

2.  What can we learn from plot besides just strength of
 correlation and (at most) direction of trend? Why ignore
 information about slope and curvature?  

3.  What does this mean in the context of theories and
 hypotheses for the function of sleep? 

4.  What does this mean in the general context of inter
-specific comparisons and allometric scaling? 

We will answer these questions in reverse order.  
Answering 3 and 4 gives answers about 1 and 2. 



   Mass dependence of metabolic rate 

Savage, et al., Func. Eco., 2004 
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Slope=0.74+/-0.03 
 r2=0.99 



Times at the cellular, individual, and population level for many 
different taxa scale like this.  

      Peters, Ecol. Implications of Body Size, (1983); Savage et al., Func. Eco. 2004

1/4-Power scaling for biological times 
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Questions about previous studies 
1.  Why plot data in this way? What are the correct

 transforms and combinations of data to plot? 

2.  What can we learn from plot besides just strength of
 correlation and at most direction of trend? Why ignore
 information about curvature and slope?  

3.  What does this mean in the context of theories and
 hypotheses for the function of sleep? 

4.  What does this mean in the general context of inter
-specific comparisons and allometric scaling? 

Sleep times are highly unusual and scale differently than
 other biological times. Exponent not only has different
 value but also different sign (direction)! 



Theories for sleep function 
1.  Rest for the body or brain.  

2.  Protection from overheating.  

3.  Repair for the body or brain. 

4.  Elimination of memories or reduction in synaptic strength
 from the day.  

5.  Neural reorganization for processing memories and
 learning. 

Unlikely because very little energy is saved during sleep  
(about one frankfurter bun’s worth or energy).  

Rates of heating and cooling should depend only on  
metabolic rate and size of brain, both which scale like Mb

2/3  

or Mb
3/4. Thus, time awake and asleep should both  

increase with brain size in the same way, and fraction of time  
asleep should be invariant, so sleep time per day should be  
independent of brain and body mass.  



Sleep Times: Why Do We Sleep? 
Sleep! O gentle sleep!  
Nature’s soft nurse, how have I frighted thee, 
That thou no more wilt weigh my eyelids down  
And steep my senses in forgetfulness?  

--Shakespeare 

[sleep] 'tis meat for the hungry, drink for the  
thirsty, heat for the cold, and cold for the hot.  
'Tis the current coin that purchases all the  
pleasures of the world cheap; and the balance  
that sets the king and the shepherd, the fool  
and the wise-man even. There is only one thing  
that I dislike in sleep; 'tis that it resembles death;  

--Cervantes 



Questions about previous studies 
1.  Why plot data in this way? What are the correct

 transforms and combinations of data to plot? 

2.  What can we learn from plot besides just strength of
 correlation and at most direction of trend? Why ignore
 information about curvature and slope?  

3.  What does this mean in the context of specific theories
 and hypotheses for the function of sleep? 

Different theories lead to different predictions for direction
 of trend and exact value of slope. Potentially provides
 strong tests to distinguish among theories. 

4.   What does this mean in the general context of inter
-specific comparisons and allometric scaling? 



Metabolic activity related to sleep 
Assume that body attempts to repair damage or reorganize neural  
connections for learning and memory at rate set by cellular  
metabolic rate Bc 

€ 

BctA ∝PRVctS

tA-awake time, tS-sleep time 

PR-repair or reorg. power density,  Vc-cell volume 

amount of damage 
(rate of sensory input) 

amount of repair 
(rate of processing) 

Savage and West, PNAS (2007) 



Exact predictions 

€ 

tA
tS
≈
εPRM
ρ( fB)A

−α ≈
εPRM

p

ρ( fB0)A
−α
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relative to  wake  

(or relative reorg. rates) 
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processing information  

tissue density 
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or reorg. 
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Savage and West, PNAS (2007) 

brain brain 

brain 



Brain mass scales non-linearly 
with body mass 

€ 

Mbrain ∝M 3 / 4

Pagel and Harvey, Am.Nat. (1988) 



Brain has nearly autonomous 
vascular system 

We predict it will act like its own “organism”, so for brain 
metabolic rate 

€ 

Bbrain ∝Mbrain
3 / 4 ∝M 9 /16

and for brain physiological times 

€ 

tbrain ∝Mbrain
1/ 4 ∝M 3 /16

Savage and West, PNAS (2007) 



Scaling of ratio of sleep times 

Repair (or reorganization) process is at local/molecular level, so 
PR is constant, and also α is constant and is negligible for all 
but small mammals 

Neurons have a high metabolic rate and essentially are never  
replaced. Their connections are changed.  
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st
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∝M−1/ 4
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st
At

=
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Mbrain
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−1/ 4 ∝M−3 /16

or 

whole body brain 

Savage and West, PNAS (2007) 



Summary of theory predictions 

          Tissue 
Theory 

      Brain Whole Body 

Protection from 
overheating 

Brain exp.=0 
Body exp.=0 

Brain exp.=0 
Body exp.=0 

Repair Brain exp.=-1/4 
Body exp.=-3/16 
         α>0 

Brain exp.=-1/3 
Body exp.=-1/4 
         α>0 

(neural) 
Reorganization 
or processing 

Brain exp.=-1/4 
Body exp.=-3/16 
         α>0 

Brain exp.=-1/3 
Body exp.=-1/4 
         α>0 



Questions about previous studies 
1.  Why plot data in this way? What are the correct transforms and

 combinations of data to plot? 

Plot LOG of RATIO of sleep time to awake time vs. LOG mass 

2.  What can we learn from plot besides just strength of correlation
 and at most direction of trend? Why ignore information about
 curvature and slope?  

Different slopes (exponents) correspond to different theories and
 different tissues where action takes place 

3.  What does this mean in the context of specific theories and
 hypotheses for the function of sleep? 

4.   What does this mean in the general context of inter-specific
 comparisons and allometric scaling? 



Empirical Data and Plots 



Body Mass Dependence 

Savage and West, PNAS (2007) 

95% CI:  
-0.21, -0.11 



Brain Mass Dependence 

Savage and West, PNAS (2007) 

95% CI:  
-0.28, -0.14 



Results 

          Tissue 
Theory 

      Brain Whole Body 

Protection from 
overheating 

Brain exp.=0 
Body exp.=0 

Brain exp.=0 
Body exp.=0 

Repair Brain exp.=-1/4 
Body exp.=-3/16 
         α>0 

Brain exp.=-1/3 
Body exp.=-1/4 
         α>0 

(neural) 
Reorganization 
or processing 

Brain exp.=-1/4 
Body exp.=-3/16 
         α>0 

Brain exp.=-1/3 
Body exp.=-1/4 
         α>0 

Body exp.~-3/16, Brain exp.~-1/4, α~1/3 

√ 
√ 

√ 
√ 
√ 

√ 



Conclusions 
• A framework for predicting sleep times can be constructed
 and leads to predictions for slopes of plots. 

• Theories such as protection from overheating, rest, etc. can
 be eliminated 

• Sleep is a process driven by brain’s metabolic rate and mass 

• Sleep times scale in opposite way to most biological times  

• Sleep is either counteracting the secondary byproducts of the
 primary, beneficial function of metabolism or it is processing
/reorganizing inputs as dictated by metabolic rate 
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